Dalriada Jigsaw 24
set by Algie
Insert the solutions jigsaw-wise, wherever they will fit.
You can't submit your result on-line, mail it to crosswords@dalriada.org.uk if you like.

A download dictionary containing habitual user (6)

O she's not exactly a BFG (6)

B indolent big head one lied about (4 4)

P flawlessness achieved by poetic fern arrangement (10)

C birthplace as far from the grave as anyone can get (6) Q silence when short musical composition follows
D domain name separator on a short road to senility? (6)
E digs in betweeen French recesses without Italian
capital (10)
F uplifted flyers in a meal (6)

French pronoun (8)
R clairvoyant property in rituals provides welcome
breaks (8)
S infect with AIDS transformation made holy (10)

G resting places as far from the Cs as anyone can get (6) T sounds like Bangkok citizens get knotted (4)
H audible brew of herbal tea without without end (8)

U a state of agitation agitates N with T for D (6)

I it seems likely to me that I'm a brave orator (1 4 3)

V six fishy breathers without fifty wakeful

J I wish Franglais related to Hebrew people (6)
K extreme letters in the sound of Scottish cattle make
their own distinctive sound (6)
L young animals could be cleverest beheaded (8)

attendances (6)
W livin' ain't so easy just now eh, Gershwin ? (10)
X aka Roentgen between Whiskey and Yankee (1-3)
X aka Yuletide between Halloween and Hogmanay (4)

M be successful, repair, insert pious centre in deity (4 4) Y barked, like a lap dog? (6)
N broke break apart and cared for the sick (6)
N a lunatic confused could be familiar to the senior
service (8)

Z a canal too far for Eden upended mythological
supremo (4)

